Are you interested in…
Learning outside and helping the local land trust?
Field-based geo-technologies liked drone imagery, mobile GIS apps, GPS, and surveying?
Historical records and public opinion about preserved lands?
Environmental processes that act in forested watersheds?
How land trusts use these tools for protecting landscapes?

GEOG 3420: Field Methods in Physical Geography
Lecture 12:20-1:25 M/W, Lab 1:40-4:30 M
Professor Andy Jolly-Ballantine, Department of Geography

Get outside to learn about how to gather information in the field while hiking trails and helping the Joshua’s Trust collect data about their properties!

Google 360 camera trail view
Drone Imagery
Mobile GIS Apps
Topographic Surveying
Mobile Public Opinion Questionnaires
Land Use Mapping
GPS
Field Sampling

For a syllabus or more information about this course, contact Dr. Andy Jolly-Ballantine at andy.ballantine@uconn.edu